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FAMOUS MINERAL LOCALITIES: TIfu DATOLITE
LOCALITY NEAR WESTFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS

EARL V. SHANNON
Springf.el,il, Mass.

The beautiful crystallized datolite specimens which are found

in all collections labeled "Westfield, Mass.," have come from

northernmost quarry being a little over a mile from the trolley

line. The writer recently visited this locality and was able,

with a little search, to obtain a number of specimens of very fine

datolite. This locality is easily accessible and should, at any

time, amply repay any one of mineralogical bent who spends

composed of greatly crushed, slickensided and altered fragments

of diabase more or less veined and cemented by secondary

minerals. In these zones are many white veins and stringers

composed in the main of calcite and datolite. The first mineral

deposited has in most cases been calcite but in some places there

is a layer of a carbonate which weathers to a brown color and is
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probably ankerite, followed by calcite in broad cleavage surfaces
which, in turn, is followed by transparent pale green Jrystalline_
granular datolite. rn very few cases has there been sufficient
open space in the shear zone itself to permit the formation of
free crystal surfaces of datolite of any great size but these fi_ssures
have been the means of access for the mineralizing solutions and
where these solutions have spread outward from the fissures
and have found open spaces between the displacecl blocks of
trap, numbers of large datolite crystals have formed. Judging
from the abundance of datorite fragments in the fine debris on
the floor of the quarries, datolite must have been common and
widely distributed in the trap. rn the first, or southernmost,
quarry only massive and imperfectly crystalline datolite was

zones in which the trap is much crushed, bleached and ser_
pentinized. In all of these carcite, in veinrets with small rhombo-
hedral crystals, and crystalline-granular datorite are abunclant.
The best datolite was in a pocket between unaltered altho




